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CREATING

Creating medical mobility:
4 creating customer-specific
solutions
As one of the world’s leading providers of equipment carts and support arms
for medical technology, we can look back on more than 20 years of experience in our
market, thousands of satisfied customers and countless project implementations.
We focus on the continuous development of our employees’ technical and personal
skills and on the modular development of our products. This modular system enables
us and our customers to build easily their specific products using standard and nearstandard elements.
Our slogan “creating medical mobility” aims to make this clear and drive us forward.

CREATING MEDICAL MOBILITY

What does the slogan mean
to you, Mr Brummer?
The customer relationship is clearly paramount
AB:
for us. Creating medical mobility means highly
intensive cooperation with our customers.
Enabling easy and error-free operation of their 		
innovative electro-medical devices is a great and
exciting work to be involved in.
We want to ensure that modern medical technology
can be mobilised for use. We enjoy creating the 		
associated added value for our customers and end
users.

For us, creating medical mobility means the
future-orientated advancement of ITD on the
global medical technology market. Everything evolves
dynamically: processes, technologies and even knowledge. We also want to continue being the benchmark
in our industry.
The challenge will be to continue to remain creative
and flexible, and to implement high quality standards
in market-orientated products and services around
the world.
QP:

Alfons Brummer

Quintin Potgieter

Head of Sales

Managing Director

What do you see as being the
basis for ITD‘s success?
Definitely the people: our customers and employees. Satisfied employees mean satisfied
customers. We work with reliable colleagues who are
able to use their personal and technical skills to
establish unparalleled customer loyalty.
We want the customer to enjoy working with us. The
best service from our team and the best quality of
our products shape the long-term success of our
business relationships.
AB:

What do you think of the slogan,
Mr Potgieter?
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What should the customer expect
from ITD?
The customer should be able to rely on quality
products that comply with current standards and
directives.
Safety is paramount in medical technology and we can
always guarantee it to our customers. There is also the
flexible configuration of the required product:
we can support our customers in developing their ideal
design. We create an individual solution for each of our
customers for their specific application.
QP:

CREATING CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS
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COMMUNICATING MEDICAL MOBILITY

COMMUNICATING

Customer orientation at ITD
We aim to delight the customer. To be true to our slogan of creating medical mobility, customers
can rely on a comprehensive range of services for implementing their projects.
Depending on the degree of difficulty and need, we provide a wide range of support throughout the
entire process.

Consulting on an equal footing
Personal contacts over the years ensure customer proximity.
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Swift project management
Open communication and quick implementation of joint
decisions result in a shorter time-to-market.

ITD Piktogramme
COMMUNICATING / Kundenorientierung
Überarbeitung

Solutions right from the quote
We prepare a detailed overview of the required product
solution right at the start.
Additionally we develop CAD models, renderings and, if
needed, prototypes to help our customers to visualise
the solutions.

Support
We provide global support for marketing approvals in
accordance with the standard DIN EN 60601-1
by ensuring the production of samples and the implementation of technical documentation. We are also
willing to conduct various test procedures on request,
such as stability, load tests and disinfection resistance.

CUSTOMER ORIENTATION AT ITD

REPRESENTING

Employees –
our strength
8

ITD employs more than 200 people in modern premises around the world.
Our employees enjoy a good working climate. The cooperation within the teams is friendly,
professional and cooperative. Product solutions for our customers are achieved
with a strong sense of community and happiness at work. Our employees can also rely
on extensive support and the expertise of our international colleagues and
thus continue to develop themselves professionally.

We are proud to have such a strong ITD team!

REPRESENTING MEDICAL MOBILITY

Stefan Danzer / Senior Key Account Manager
Always on the move and ready to listen, backed by
extensive expertise and a strong back-office team.
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Andy Jackisch / Mechanical Production

Jens Thude / Electrical Testing
Checks the safety of cabling and the
function of isolating transformers.

Customer-specific modifications or CNS milling
on components are quickly completed on site.

EMPLOYEES – OUR STRENGTH
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Anna Gutmüller / Administration, Reception

Andreas Glanz / Final Assembly

The first impression is crucial, especially
when it is so sincere and friendly.

Assembles equipment carts with care and a
great deal of attention to detail.

Andreas Schumacher / Production

Marina Nagl / Customer Service

A specialist and perfectionist when it comes
to product assembly.

With her professional training at ITD supports
now major international customers.

Martina Kiermaier and
Marcus Urban / Human Resources
REPRESENTING MEDICAL MOBILITY

Our HR team is on hand for colleagues’
questions, concerns or problems.

Joachim Heininger / Shipping
Have occasionally to look at the map to find
destinations. ITD successfully delivers its
products to more than 50 countries a year.

Andreas Hager / Head of Development
This is where all product ideas are conceived,
which are then developed into the end product.

Florian Grundwürmer / Assembly
Supports as team leader his colleagues with their
questions and develops their skills.
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Heinrich Reiser / Packaging
Ensures that the customer receives the goods
in perfect condition.
Stefan Herzog / Warehouse
Ensures secure and tidy storage, even at
5 metres high.
EMPLOYEES – OUR STRENGTH

GLOBALISING

Developed in Bavaria –
Personal customer support, high quality products,
fast delivery times: we aim for convenience and safety
for patients and qualified medical personnel.
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Our customers can rely on genuine Bavarian quality and
sincerity. Most of our suppliers are based in Bavaria
and provide high quality assemblies and components that
are carefully processed at ITD.

Johanniskirchen

Unterhaching / Munich

Egglham

ITD‘s headquarters are in the Lower Bavarian 		
municipality of Johanniskirchen. Covering an area
of 3.900 m2, the production, final assembly, warehouse,
logistics, administration, purchasing and EDP 		
departments ensure all processes run smoothly.

The branch of ITD is situated in Unterhaching, just a
few kilometres south of Munich. This site is home to
the management, development, product management,
marketing, sales and administration departments.

Another production plant is located in Egglham. Goods
acceptance, goods receipt inspections, warehousing,
assembly, packaging, shipping logistics, production
planning and scheduling are all undertaken here, on a
site covering approx. 5.000 m2.

ITD GmbH
Sportplatzstraße 3
84381 Johanniskirchen
Germany

ITD GmbH
Grünwalder Weg 13a
82008 Unterhaching
Germany

ITD GmbH
Amshamer Straße 2
84385 Egglham
Germany

GLOBALISING MEDICAL MOBILITY

Tel.: +49 89 61 44 25-0
Fax: +49 89 61 44 25-200
sales@itd-cart.com

Tel.: +49 89 61 44 25-0
Fax: +49 89 61 44 25-200
sales@itd-cart.com

Tel.: +49 89 61 44 25-0
Fax: +49 89 61 44 25-200
sales@itd-cart.com

available around the world
ITD is on the ground for customers around the world, spreading the brand promise across all continents.

USA

Australia

The subsidiary, ITD Corporation, is located in Naugatuck,
Connecticut (USA). This is where sales, administration
and production for North American customers are
undertaken.

The subsidiary, ITD Australia Pty Ltd, is situated in
Tullamarine, Victoria (Australia). Shipments to customers
across Australia and New Zealand are made from this site.

ITD Corporation
50 RADO DR UNIT A
Naugatuck, CT 06770-2211,
USA

ITD Australia Pty Ltd
Aviation Place 3
3043 Tullamarine, Victoria,
Australia

Tel.: +1 203 714 67-00
Fax: +1 203 714 63-08
sales.usa@itd-cart.com

Tel.: +61 3 9330 50 50
Fax: +61 3 9330 50 99
Mobile: +61 418 38 95 79
s.oconnor@itd-cart.com

China

Our international sales partners

The subsidiary company, ITD Medical Technology Products
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd.,is located in Shanghai, China. Our 		
Chinese customers enjoy comprehensive and competent
support here.

ITD has certified sales partners in the following countries:

ITD Medical Technology Products (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
No. 50 Yuan Ming Road
Tel.: +86 21 64425704
Minhang District
Fax: +86 21 64425704
Shanghai 201108
Mobile: +86 137 6430 8027
China
d.guan@itd-cart.com

France
Benelux
Italy
Russia
Japan

Sweden
Finland
Denmark
Norway
Spain
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Portugal
Ukraine
Czech Republic
Slovenia
Poland

Business with hospitals in the D-A-CH region is conducted by
means of a network of medical retailers.

DEVELOPED IN BAVARIA – AVAILABLE AROUND THE WORLD
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Josef Schidlmeier / Quality Assurance
Does it or doesn’t it tip? Better to test
thoroughly, we want to avoid surprises.

PROMISING MEDICAL MOBILITY

PROMISING

Quality – a promise to which
we are committed
We conduct extensive tests to ensure that mobile and stationary equipment carriers as
class I medical products can be used safely every day. Quality is a key issue on
which we do not compromise.
Our high quality products are certified in accordance with the necessary safety and hygiene
standards. Our processes are audited regularly and certified in accordance with the DIN
ISO 13485:2016 standard.
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FDA Food and Drug
Administration

OUR QUALITY PROMISE

PROVING

Our equipment carts
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compact-cart
vexio-cart

PROVING MEDICAL MOBILITY

pro-cart

classic-cart
uni-cart

Mobility on castors
Modularity and
Compatibility

Design and
Ergonomics

Modular design for individual
configurations

Colour matching of system
components to medical
equipment and corporate design

Any combination of components
and accessories in the grid
Quick modification and retrofitting
for new product requirements

Ergonomic design for greater
operator comfort and ease of
use

Quality and
Security
High payload and stability for the
safe use of medical equipment

Cable management and
Electrification

High quality and durable
interfaces for daily use

Separate routing of power and data
cables
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Inclusion of extended cables within
the support column
Country-specific sockets
Isolating transformer protects
against dangerous leakage currents
OUR EQUIPMENT CARTS

PROVING

Our support arms

rm-port
flexion-port

lf-port
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PROVING MEDICAL MOBILITY

mf-port

Flexibility in the room
Universal device
accomodation

Modular
connectivity

Suitable for monitors and medical
devices from various manufacturers with VESA 75/100, universal
adapter and Table Top mount

Quick and easy installation within
existing infrastructure, such as
standard runner or pole,
ITD profile and manufacturerspecific standards

Customer-specific adapters
available on request

flexion-port height-adjustable

Support arm, length: 300, 400 and 600 mm
Support arm on pivot arm, length
300+350 and 400+350 mm

lf-port height-adjustable

Support arm, length: 225 mm
Support arm on pivot arm,
Length: 225+250 and 225+325 mm

Quality and
Security
High quality materials ensure high
payload and reliability
Stable interfaces for long-term use
on the job

rm-port
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Design and
Ergonomics
mf-port

Support arm rigid, length: 206 mm
Pivot arm, single, length: 348 mm
Pivot arm, double, length: 348 +348 mm
Variable boom lengths on request

mf-port

lf-port

rm-port

Pivot arm, single,
length: 250 and 325 mm
Pivot arm, double,
length: 250+250 and 325+325 mm

Space-saving and flexible use in
cramped workplace environments
Easy and intuitive operation

flexion-port

modul-port
OUR SUPPORT ARMS
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Katarzyna Sawicz / Marketing
Brings colour and design to the product - this
is where the customer’s idea is visualised.

CUSTOMISING MEDICAL MOBILITY

CUSTOMISING

The product you desire,
made-to-order
We give customers the opportunity to contribute their ideas to product development. We support
them in this process. Customers receive expert support from our team throughout the entire project.

Brainstorming

>

Do you need support in the search for an ideal
new product? ITD‘s skilled personnel develop
our customer’s precise product vision into a
workable idea, from a personal and technical
perspective.
ITD Piktogramme
CUSTOMIZING / Modularität
Überarbeitung

Prototype

>

The prototype created is the initial
means of making the product
idea tangible. As well as the visual
aspect, the product’s functionality
and suitability for everyday use
can be reviewed and optimised.

Personal advice

The next stage is to clarify what is needed to
realise the idea. Our team presents cost-		
effective methods for realising the customer’s
requirement, after which a concept is developed
together.

Test phase

>

ITD conducts test procedures for
the newly developed product
regarding compliance with
regulations and standards. This
ensures and certifies quality
requirements as well as product
safety.

Development and design >

>

ITD is happy to work with the customer’s in-house
designers on request. Alternatively, we provide
solutions from a single source; we create,
for example, 3-D models and renderings that the
customer can compare with their own ideas.

Production

>

We assemble, pack and label the
finished product. We also take
account of all requirements when
designing the packaging and
labelling to ensure we provide a
high-quality product.

Reliable
delivery
We are happy to arrange the
dispatch and on-time delivery of
the end product. Products are
shipped using international
carriers, ensuring the safe and
sound delivery of goods.
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THE IDEAL PRODUCT – CUSTOMISED

CONNECTING

Get in touch with us
Our customers can rely on a range of contact and information options provided by
ITD. We are always ready to listen to our customers and are always open to enquiries,
advice and feedback.
We are willing to go that extra mile for our customers. Just get in touch with us.
ITD Piktogramme
CONNECTIONG / Kontaktmöglichkeiten
Überarbeitung

Customer dialogue
We allow time for questions and concerns. We
provide individual consultations for our 		
customers via e-mail, telephone or on site.

Product catalogues
Our current catalogues provide an informative
and comprehensive overview of our equipment
carts and support arms product ranges.

ITD website
All information about our company, products
and the latest news is available on our website.
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CONNECTING MEDICAL MOBILITY

Online product configurator
The configurator can be used to create the ideal
mobile or stationary product in real time, enabling you to see the end result.

Product finder
Our website provides help on finding a suitable
support arm solution for the monitor.

Downloads
The download area on our website enables easy
download of product and company information.

News/Newsletter
Our regular newsletter provides information
on new products, events and current product
developments.

Global network
We and our sales partners attend to all of our
customers’ needs, all around the world.

